The Ultimate ALM Traceability Platform

Visure Automated DO-178C/DO-254 Checklists

Identify the list of things to do

What would
improve your
DO-178C/DO-254
certification process?
We know the kind of challenges that you face with your
DO-178C certification process and we strive to find new
and innovate ways to help you address these challenges.

Automated review process

Reduced certification risk

Improved real-time collaboration

Accelerated review/approval process

Increased traceability
Increased adherence to the DO-178C/
DO-254 required lifecycle
Complete Version History of your
Certification Progress

That is why Visure Solutions
has partnered with

ConsuNova to bring you a

first-of-it’s-kind integrated
and automated DO-178C/
DO-254 checklist review
process product.
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Visure Automated DO-178C/DO-254 Checklists

The Ultimate ALM Traceability Platform

You may currently be doing this manually with Word & Excel, but now you have the ability to have these same
templates digitally integrated with Visure Requirements ALM Platform.

So how will this

help solve your
certification

- Achieve DO-178C & DO-254 compliance faster - and time is money.
- Reduce Certification Risk - for every type of certification data item,
Visure Requirements ALM Platform will integrate the DO-178C checklist
or audit template. This helps eliminate manual check-in/check-out of
checklists while reducing manual reviewer errors during your reviewer/
approval process.
- Increase Traceability of Reviews to your Baselines

challenges ?

- Increase adherence to the DO-178C/DO-254 required lifecycle
- Boost Real-time collaboration
- Accelerate the review/approval process

Expedite Compliance
The Visure digitalized DO-178C/DO-254 Checklists provide an intuitive framework for becoming

fully compliant in the shortest time possible. Visure DO-178C/DO-254 Checklists allows you to easily
collaborate with your DER to achieve your certification goals.

“This not only will streamline and simplify the certification process but will also help customers better ensure
the traceability and safety of their systems while speeding up time-to-market. “

“The quicker the developer can demonstrate the
proof of the completed reviews, the more credibility
they show to the certification authorities such as FAA
and EASA”.

Visure CEO,
Moustapha Tadlaoui

ConsuNova CEO,
Reza Madjidi
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